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1. Introduction 

Speech production is a complex process: the brain precisely controls the articulatory 

system at high speed and the speaker gets audio feedback of his or her communication via 

the hearing organs. To be able to mimic speech production artificially, not only the 

articulatory system, but the mechanism of the brain should be understood. Since we are far 

from understanding the brain, models for speech production are built.  

The general goal of speech synthesis is to create a natural sounding, highly intelligible 

synthetic voice. In addition the following basic engineering aspects must be kept in mind: 

available resources and target platforms. The dissertation and the current thesis booklet 

focus on the general goal and the engineering aspects as well.  

2. Background 

In general text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis systems consist of two main parts: text 

preprocessor and speech generation (see Figure 1.). The input text is converted into a feature 

matrix, which contains the phonemes of the input text and additional information (e.g. 

stresses, segmental features) generated by the text preprocessor. According to this feature 

matrix the synthesized voice waveform is created by the speech generation module.  
 

 

Figure 1. The general structure of TTS synthesis systems.  

The artificial production of speech has a long history. The first mechanical speech 

production system was built by Farkas Kempelen back in 1791 [1]. In the last three decades 

computer based approaches have been preferred [2,3]. Articulatory [4] and formant [5] 

synthesis tries to model the mechanism of speech organs. Diphone a triphone based speech 

synthesis concatenates phoneme level waveforms [6,7]. Unit selection speech synthesis 

systems concatenate waveforms from a precisely labelled speech corpus based on 

concatenation and target costs [8,9]. 

Recently hidden Markov-model (HMM) based speech synthesis has become a focused-on 

research area [10]. HMM-based TTS systems produce high-quality human-like voices. 

Compared to other speech synthesis systems with similar speech quality, the HMM speech 

synthesis footprint is fairly small, but computational cost and playback latency are often 

high. 

HMM-based TTS consists of two main parts: the training and the speech synthesis 

components. During the training process, HMM parameters are learned from a large 

precisely labelled speech corpus and generative models are built. The parameter 

approximation is based on the maximum likelihood (or similar) technique:  
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where λ contains the model’s parameters, O is the observation vector extracted from the 

speech corpus (training data) and W denotes the word sequence representing the speech 

corpus. As a result, a small HMM database is created, which includes the representative 

parameters of the speech corpus. At the synthesis stage, the best matching o output 

probabilities of λ̂  model to w textual word sequence are maximized: 
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From these parameters the synthetic voice is generated by a vocoder algorithm. Figure 2. 

shows the general architecture of a hidden Markov-model based text-to-speech (HMM-

TTS) synthesis system. Excitation and spectral parameters are extracted from the waveform 

and based on the phonetic transcription context dependent labels are calculated. This 

information is passed to the training algorithm (Equation 1). Context dependent labels 

typically contain phonemes, phoneme boundaries, accents, segmental information 

(phoneme, syllable, word, phrase, sentence level), and they may contain several additional 

features as well. The possible combinations of context dependent labels are high. A 

representative speech corpus containing all possible variations cannot be created. To 

overcome this problem decision tree based context clustering is used. In the training phase 

separate generative models are built for excitation parameters, spectral parameters and state 

durations. Continuous parameter streams (e.g. spectral parameters) are modelled by 

Gaussian distributions, and discrete/continuous parameters (e.g. voiced/unvoiced regions in 

excitation) are modelled with multispace probability distributions (MSD). In order to model 

the timing properly state transition probabilities are modelled by Gaussian distributions. In 

the synthesis phase Equation 2 is maximized: the HMM generative models create the most 

likely parameter stream of the input text. The waveform is created from this parameter 

stream with a vocoder algorithm.  

HMM-based speech synthesis has numerous advantages compared to other methods. It 

has comparable voice quality to that of the state-of-the-art unit selection methods, the 

runtime database is small (2-10 MB), the voice characteristics can be changed by speaker 

adaptation and interpolation and emotions can be expressed as well. 

3. Research objectives 

My general research topic is hidden Markov-model based text-to-speech synthesis. I 

focus on three different research areas of HMM-TTS: one of them is Hungarian language 

specific principally; two of them are language independent. 

The first research objective is creating a Hungarian hidden Markov-model based 

speech synthesis system and improving its quality. This part of the research includes 

designing speech corpora, introducing language specific features, distinctive features, 
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creating speaker dependent and speaker adaptive HMM-TTS systems and measuring the 

quality improvements of manual correction of automatic labelling. 

The second research objective is automatic speech recognizer transcription based 

unsupervised speaker adaptation of HMM-TTS systems with semi-spontaneous 

speech. The possibility of speaker adaptation with semi-spontaneous speech is investigated 

and an unsupervised speaker adaptation method is introduced. Results of subjective 

evaluation show that the proposed method is not significantly different from the supervised 

case even though the phoneme error rate (PER) is about 50%. The unsupervised adaptation 

method is extended to higher PERs as well.  

The third research topic is optimizing HMM-TTS for low-resource devices. The noise 

generation algorithm in the excitation modelling is modified, optimal spectral parameter 

settings are investigated, the number of nodes in decision trees is reduced and the segment 

size of parameter generation, the vocoder algorithm and waveform playback is optimized 

according to the performance of the device and the actual load of the CPU. 

I have chosen hidden Markov-model based text-to-speech synthesis for my research topic 

because of its novelty and countless possibilities. Furthermore it was a challenge to pioneer 

HMM-TTS research in Hungary. In the current thesis booklet I summarize the novel 

outcomes of my research grouped in the three research objectives. 

 

 

Figure 2. The general architecture of HMM-TTS; based on [10]. 
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4. Methodology 

I will introduce in this chapter the speech corpora, the tools and the evaluation method 

used during my research. 

4.1. Speech corpora 

A speech corpus contains the following: waveform (studio recordings are preferred), 

phonetic transcription and segmentation labels (phoneme boundaries).  At the beginning of 

the research there was no available Hungarian speech corpus suitable for HMM-TTS. It is 

important for HMM-TTS that the speech corpus contains phonetically balanced sentences 

with regular phoneme distribution based on Hungarian language characteristics. The MTBA 

speech corpus includes about 6-7 minute long telephone conversations from 500 speakers, 

basically for speech recognition purposes [11]. I investigated the utterances of MTBA 

database and I found them suitable for HMM-TTS purposes, although at least one hour of 

studio quality recordings (min. 44 kHz, 16 bit) is required from each speaker, and a smaller 

number of speakers is enough (5-10 speakers). Based on the MTBA sentences, therefore, 

and with the help of BME-TMIT Speech Laboratory colleagues, we recorded and 

segmented speech corpora from seven speakers (approx. 20 hours altogether). We took into 

account the experiences from the creation of the MTBA database [12]. I used these speech 

corpora in the first thesis group.  

In the second thesis group, in addition to the speech corpora of the first thesis group, I 

used semi-spontaneous parliamentary speeches. The semi-spontaneous speech corpora were 

collected from four speakers (approx. 4 hours), from which I selected 10 minutes per 

speaker for unsupervised adaptation with different methods.  

In the third thesis group I worked with an English speech corpus. I used the SLT speaker 

of the ARCTIC database from the Speech Technology Laboratory of the Carnegie Mellon 

University [13]. 

The speech corpora used in my research are summarized in Table 1. In my first thesis 

group I used only a part of the whole speech corpus of a given speaker for speaker 

adaptation (10-15 minutes). In the second thesis group for the average voice I used the 

databases from the first thesis group. For speaker adaptation I created several adaptation 

corpora which are described briefly in this booklet and in detail in my dissertation (these are 

not shown in the table).  

4.2. Synthesized sentences for listening tests 

My goal is to create a general solution. Consequently I synthesized generic declarative 

sentences (not domain specific ones) with the systems I created. These synthesized 

utterances were used in the listening tests. The language of the test sentences was defined by 

the language of the given HMM-TTS system.  
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Table 1. The speech corpora used for HMM-TTS research. 

Thesis group Symbol Length Sex Language Purpose 

I. 

M1 190 min 

male 

Hungarian 

Speaker dependent 

training,  

average voice training,  

(supervised) speaker 

adaptation 

M2 137 min 

M3 170 min 

M4 214 min 

M5 198 min 

F1 128 min 
female 

F2 193 min 

II. 

M6 11.4 min 

male 

Supervised and 

unsupervised speaker 

adaptation 

M7 9.6 min 

M8 8.9-10.2 min 

M9 9.7 min 

III. 

CMU-

ARCTIC-

SLT 

47 min female English 

HMM speech synthesis 

on low-resource devices 

(speaker dependent) 

4.3. Experimental environment 

I used open source tools and previous solutions of BME-TMIT. The main toolkits and 

applications used were as follows (the complete list can be found in my dissertation):  

 HTS (HMM-based Text-To-Speech System): Training of speaker dependent HMMs, 

training of average voice HMMs, speaker adaptation. [14] 

 SPTK (Speech Processing Toolkit): Parameter extraction and pulse-noise excitation 

based vocoder algorithm. [15] 

 STRAIGHT: Parameter extraction and mixed excitation based vocoder algorithm. [16] 

 hts_engine: Parameter generation from HMMs and waveform generation with pulse-

noise excitation based vocoder algorithm.  [14] 

 ProfiVox: phonetic transcription and accents determination. [7]  

 Hungarian large vocabulary automatic speech recognizer. [17] 

 Forced alignment to determine phoneme boundaries automatically. [17] 

4.4. Subjective evaluation 

I used mean opinion score (MOS) and comparison mean opinion score (CMOS) listening 

tests for subjective evaluation. Test subjects had to score each utterance from 1 (worst) to 5 

(best, integers) in MOS tests. In the case of CMOS tests subjects had to decide from two 

utterances which one fulfils the given criterion better in a 5 point scale (e.g. quality, 

naturalness, intelligibility). In some cases test subjects had to decide what they thought 

about the meaning of “quality”. This way I received a general feedback about how the 

subjects consider the “overall quality” of the TTS system. Several features are included in 

the “overall quality”, e.g., naturalness, sympathy, emotions triggered by the voice 

characteristics. In other cases test subjects were asked to score a specific feature, e.g. 
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naturalness of the synthetic voice. The precise settings of the listening tests are described in 

my dissertation in detail. The MOS and CMOS figures show the average value and 

confidence interval of 95%. I have checked significance in each case. If two results had to 

be compared I used two sample t-test (MOS tests) or one sample t-test (in the case of 

CMOS tests). If more than two results had to be compared, I used ANalysi Of VAriance 

(ANOVA) significance test. If the ANOVA showed significant difference, then for post hoc 

comparison Tukey’s test was used. I tested significance at 95% confidence level (=0.05). 

In some cases MOS tests resulted in rather low values (~3), in other cases similar HMM-

TTS systems scored better (~3.5-4). The reason for this difference can be explained by the 

involvement of natural speakers in the former case, with only synthetic voices involved in 

the latter. If a natural speaker is present, synthetic voices are considered worse, than in the 

case when there are only artificial voices.  

5. New results 

5.1. Thesis Group I. Hidden Markov-model based text-to-speech synthesis applied to 

Hungarian and quality enhancements. 

First I created a Hungarian HMM-TTS system and compared it to previous Hungarian 

TTS systems. The synthetic voice quality of the system introduced in Thesis I.1 is enhanced 

by distinctive features in Thesis I.2. I applied speaker adaptation and I showed that with 

speaker adaptation it is possible to create a synthetic voice with significantly better quality 

than in the case with speaker dependent training (Thesis I.3). At the end of Thesis Group I 

the effects of manual correction of labelling (segmentation, phonetic transcription) in 

speaker dependent and speaker adaptive cases are investigated. The evaluation of the results 

includes subjective listening tests in each thesis, and investigation of decision trees in Thesis 

I.2. 

 

Thesis I.1. [J2, J3, J4, B2a, B3, C6, C7] I designed and implemented hidden Markov-model 

based text-to-speech synthesis in Hungarian and I showed that with significantly smaller 

database size the quality of the HMM-TTS system is not significantly worse than the quality 

of the state-of-the-art, domain specific corpus based Hungarian text-to-speech system. 

 

At the beginning of the research there was no Hungarian HMM-TTS solution, 

consequently I could only use international publications as guidelines [18,19]. Because of 

the difference between languages and due to the structure of Hungarian it wasn’t a trivial 

task to create a Hungarian HMM-TTS system. As a first step of the research suitable speech 

corpora were created (see Chapter 4.1). Based on features of the Hungarian language I 

defined the possible phonemes, context-dependent labels and questions for decision trees 

[20]. These are described in detail in the dissertation and in related publications. I created an 

HMM-TTS voice with M1 speech corpus (see Table 1) and synthesized sentences with a 

mixed-excitation vocoder. 
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Evaluation: I measured the quality of the resulting HMM-TTS system with listening 

tests. I compared the novel solution with two previous TTS systems developed at BME-

TMIT: a triphone based [7] and a corpus based TTS system [9]. Figure 3. shows the results 

of the listing tests (left) and the runtime database sizes (right). According to the results the 

quality of HMM-TTS is not significantly worse than the state-of-the-art corpus based 

system, and it has a significantly smaller runtime database. Furthermore the quality of 

HMM-TTS is significantly better than the quality of triphone based synthesis, and the 

database size of these systems is not significantly different. 

Conclusion: the runtime database size of the corpus based TTS system is about 850 

MBytes (12 hours of recordings), whereas the runtime database size of the HMM-TTS 

system is about 10 MBytes (with 2 hours of recordings in the training database). The corpus 

based system produces constant quality in fixed domains (e.g. weather forecast); the HMM-

TTS system gives constant quality in general domains. (The sub-phoneme level parametric 

model of HMM-TTS is a general speech synthesis technique. Furthermore in Thesis I.2, I.3, 

I.4, II.1 and II.2 listening tests were carried out with synthesized sentences from different 

domains and there was no perceptual difference between the quality of the synthetic speech 

from different domains.) According to the listening test of the current thesis there was no 

significant perceptual difference between the HMM-TTS and the corpus-based TTS even in 

a fixed domain. These results prompted me to make deeper investigations with HMM-TTS. 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Subjective evaluation with listening test (left) and runtime database sizes (right) 

of HMM, corpus and triphone based TTS systems. 

 

Thesis I.2. [C2] I designed and implemented a method to apply distinctive features to a 

hidden Markov-model based text-to-speech system, and I showed that it is possible to 

increase the quality of synthetic speech by applying them. 

 

The same organs are used for speech production, and sound generation is independent 

from language [20]. The possibility of speech production is universal, although there are 

many language dependent differences. Distinctive features describe phonemes with binary 

and unary values language independently [21]. In Thesis I.1 I introduced a classification of 

Hungarian phonemes. With the help of distinctive features a more general description of 

phonemes is possible. I defined a set of distinctive features suitable for HMM-TTS for 

engineering purposes considering general linguistic principles and concepts. In the 
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elaborated hierarchy 18 distinctive features of three groups (articulator-free, articulator-

bound, larynx) were used. I add distinctive features to the HMM-TTS system of Thesis I.1. I 

extended the questions used for decision tree building according to these distinctive 

features. I assigned two questions for binary and one question for unary features. My 

expectation was that distinctive features create more general clusters than the conventional 

notation.  

Evaluation: I investigated the effects of distinctive features by analysing the changes in 

decision trees (compared to the system of Thesis I.1). The results are shown in Table 2 and 

Table 3. The decision trees for the five states are summarized in the figure. This way each 

value represents 5 states  5 speakers = 25 decision trees. The header of both tables shows 

the parameter streams of mixed excitation. The results of Table 2 show how parameter 

streams were influenced by distinctive features. The biggest influence was in the case of 

spectral parameters, although all other streams are affected as well. Table 3. shows the ten 

most frequent distinctive features; articulatory-free features occur in more than 50% of the 

decision trees. 

I measured the perceptual effect of distinctive features by MOS and CMOS listening 

tests. The results of the CMOS test are shown in Figure 4. M1 denotes the experimental 

system of Thesis I.1 and M1-DF denotes the HMM-TTS with distinctive features. The 

figure shows that distinctive features increased the quality (M1-DF is preferred to M1). The 

results of the MOS test show an increment in quality as well. These results are described in 

the dissertation and in the related publication in detail. 

Table 2. The ratio of distinctive features in the decision trees of Hungarian HMM-TTS 

(mixed excitation). 

 F0 
Spectral 

parameters 
Duration 

Voicing 

strength 
 

Number of nodes 13821 3272 1153 4486 22732 

Distinctive features 2664 1411 314 1018 5407 

Ratio 19.3% 43.1% 27.2% 22.7% 23.8% 

Table 3. The ten most frequent distinctive features in decision trees  

(articulatory-free distinctive features are bold and italic). 

 
F0 

Spectral 

parameters 
Duration 

Voicing 

strength 

1. sonorant back lateral sonorant 

2. low sonorant sonorant continuant 

3. continuant round continuant nasal 

4. lateral nasal round high 

5. nasal coronal voiced round 

6. round low nasal consonantal 

7. voiced high low lateral 

8. high lateral strident voiced 

9. strident continuant consonantal strident 

10. back labial low low 
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Conclusion: distinctive features increased the speech quality of HMM-TTS and the 

structure of decision trees was also remarkably affected. Apart from the practical aspects 

(better speech quality), distinctive features bring HMM-TTS closer to the nature of speech 

production.  

 
Figure 4. Subjective evaluation of effects of distinctive features  

with CMOS listening test.  

 

Thesis I.3. [J2, B1, B2a, C6, C7] I designed a supervised speaker adaptation method for 

hidden Markov-model based text-to-speech synthesis in Hungarian, which requires less 

than 10% of the speech corpus of the speaker dependent case to create new voices from the 

average voice model. I showed that it is possible to produce a synthetic voice with 

significantly better quality than in the speaker dependent case. 

 

In the current thesis I examined one of the most important features of hidden Markov-

model based speech synthesis: speaker adaptation. I created the average voice model with 

M2, M3, M4, M5 and F2 speech corpora considering distinctive features (Thesis I.2). Next I 

modified the HMMs by an MLLR (Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression) procedure 

according to the parameters extracted from M1 and F1 speech corpora [22]. I denote speaker 

dependent cases with SD and speaker adapted cases with SA.  

Evaluation: after speaker adaptation a male (SA-M1) and a female (SA-F1) voice were 

created. I compared the perceptual difference of these systems to the speaker dependent 

models of M1 and F1 (denoted by SD-M1 and SD-F1) with MOS and CMOS listening tests. 

Figure 5. shows the results of the CMOS test: speaker adapted systems were preferred. The 

results of the MOS test are described in the dissertation in detail. In both cases (CMOS, 

MOS) the quality of speaker adapted systems was significantly better than in the speaker 

dependent case. 

 

Figure 5. Subjective evaluation of speaker dependent and speaker adapted HMM-TTS with 

CMOS listening test.  
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Conclusion: based on the results of this thesis 10-15 minute recordings are enough for 

creating new HMM-TTS voice characteristics in contrast to the speaker dependent case in 

Thesis I.1 (2-3 hour recordings). The quality of speaker adapted voice can even be 

significantly better. 

 

Thesis I.4. [B1] I showed experimentally that manual correction of automatic labelling of 

training speech corpus may be substituted by automatic methods only, because manual 

correction does not always cause significant improvement in quality of synthetic speech in 

speaker dependent and speaker adapted HMM-TTS systems. 

 

After creating a Hungarian speaker dependent and speaker adapted HMM-TTS system 

my goal was to investigate the correlation between the quality of synthetic speech and the 

precision of the speech corpus. Manual correction of automatic labels requires deep 

knowledge and high precision; it is a time consuming work. Speaker dependent (SD) and 

speaker adapted (SA) HMM-TTS voices with automatically labelled (auto) and manually 

corrected (manual) male (M1) and female (F1) speech corpora were created. The average 

voice was built by automatically labelled speech corpora (the same as used in Thesis I.3). 

Phoneme error related data are shown in Table 4, segmentation error related results are 

shown in Table 5. Table 4 shows that only a small percentage of the database was affected 

by phoneme errors in the speaker dependent speech corpora (0.83%, 0.52%). In the 

adaptation speech corpora a higher phoneme error ratio was measured (15.5%, 6%). The 

header of Table 5 denotes the difference in time between the automatic and manually 

corrected phoneme boundaries, and the values refer to the number of corrections in the 

given speech corpus. Comparing the number of phonemes with Table 4 it can be concluded 

that about 17 to 31 percent of phoneme boundaries were manually corrected. 

Table 4. Features of automatic and manually corrected phonemes in speech corpora  

(speaker dependent and speaker adapted systems).  
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No. of sentences 1936 1936 1937 1937 104 104 164 164 

Duration [minutes] 190 190 128 128 10 10 11 11 

Number of phonemes 80964 81053 80893 81058 4281 4370 6934 7099 

Correct phonemes 80964 80380 80893 80663 4281 3697 6934 6674 

Deletions - 32 - 51 - 32 - 51 

Substitutions - 57 - 114 - 57 - 114 

Insertions - 584 - 260 - 584 - 260 

Number of corrections - 673 - 425 - 673 - 425 

PER 0% 0.83% 0% 0.52% 0% 15.5% 0% 6% 
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Table 5. Precision of automatic segmentation (phoneme boundary).  

 10-19ms 20-29ms 30-39ms 40-49ms 50-59ms >60ms 

SD-M1-auto 17238 5355 1664 555 188 169 

SD-F1-auto 13854 2317 656 227 91 92 

SA-M1-auto 884 264 86 25 8 6 

SA-F1-auto 1037 148 36 15 7 4 

 

Evaluation: to determine if manual correction of the labels leads to an increment in 

speech quality CMOS and MOS listening tests were carried out. Figure 6 shows the results 

of the CMOS test. There was no significant difference between automatic labelling and 

manual correction of automatic labels in the case of SD-F1, SA-M1, SA-F1 voices. Manual 

correction caused a significant improvement in speech quality in the case of SD-M1, 

although results of MOS tests did not show significant difference in either case. The results 

of the MOS test are introduced in the dissertation in detail. 

Conclusion: according to the results there are cases, when it is possible to create 

consistently good speech quality without manual correction of automatic labels, thus a 

remarkable amount of work can be saved in HMM-TTS systems. In the speaker adapted 

cases CMOS and MOS tests did not show significant difference. This result makes it 

reasonable to investigate the error ratio, which still does not influence speech quality if only 

automatic methods are used. If generative models can produce similar quality even with 

higher phoneme error ratios, than automatic speech recognizer (ASR) transcription based 

speaker adaptation may be possible. I investigate this topic in Thesis Group 2. 

 

Figure 6. Subjective evaluation of automatic labels and manually corrected automatic labels 

with CMOS listening test. 

5.2. Thesis Group II. Unsupervised speaker adaptation of hidden Markov-model 

based text-to-speech synthesis with semi-spontaneous speech. 

The results of Thesis I.4 prepared the vision of completely automatic creation of new 

HMM-TTS voices; thus waveforms would be enough for speaker adaptation. Automatic 

creation of HMM-TTS voices makes sense in the case of spontaneous and semi-spontaneous 
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speech corpora, because planned speech usually has a phonetic transcription; consequently 

there is no reason for unsupervised speaker adaptation. I conducted research with semi-

spontaneous speech.
1
 

Based on the results of related research I suggested a novel solution: the transcription of 

automatic speech recognizer (ASR) is used as the basis of the adaptation database. Phoneme 

boundaries are determined by forced alignment with an automatically controlled beam.
2
 

Thus the method can be applied to ASRs even if confidence is not available. (I investigate 

previous works of unsupervised speaker adaptation in my related papers and in my 

dissertation in detail.) 

First I developed a segmentation and selection algorithm suitable for semi-spontaneous 

speech. The goal of segmentation is to determine virtual sentences of semi-spontaneous 

speech. The goal of selection is to select an optimal subset of adaptation data. I performed 

subjective evaluation with different automatically created adaptation databases. These 

databases had 0%, 17%, 21%, 42%, 52%, 55%, 68%, 70%, 88% and 89% of phoneme error 

rate (PER), respectively. In practice it is likely that high quality recordings are not available 

and recognition accuracy varies. Consequently it is beneficial to test the solution with wide 

restrictions.  

The procedure which is described in Thesis Group II contains language specific 

components, although the applied methodology is language independent. 

 

Thesis II.1. [C1, C5, C6] I designed and implemented an unsupervised procedure for 

speaker adaptation with semi-spontaneous speech based on the transcription of an 

automatic speech recognizer. I showed that it is possible to create not significantly different 

quality with the proposed method from supervised speaker adaptation. 

 

I created a method for the segmentation of semi-spontaneous speech and I had it 

recognized with a Hungarian ASR system. Furthermore I determined the phoneme 

boundaries with forced alignment. The ASR gave word level output, so forced alignment 

had to be performed in a separate step. From the resulting speech corpus I dismissed with an 

automatic method the utterances that are not favourable for HMM-TTS. I selected 10 

minutes of the speech corpus randomly, and I created the manual transcription of these 10 

minutes for reference. The average voice model was trained with the same corpora that were 

introduced in Thesis Group I.  

In the first phase I created HMM-TTS voices with semi-spontaneous speech from four 

speakers. The PER varied between 10…42% (see Table 6). In the second phase I made 

further experiments with a male speaker’s speech corpus (M8); the PER in this case was 

between 17…89%. The features of these corpora are described in the dissertation and 

related publications in detail.  

Evaluation: for subjective evaluation CMOS and MOS listening tests were carried out. 

According to the results the quality of synthetic speech increases as PER decreases. When 

                                              
1
 Semi-spontaneous (or semi-reproductive) is speech that has the features of live speech, although the speaker has 

previously planned it, usually in written form. 
2
 Beam is a parameter of forced alignment. 
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PER was lower than 55% there was no significant difference between unsupervised and 

supervised cases. The results of CMOS tests show (Figure 7.) that supervised and 

unsupervised systems were considered similar in M8-RND and M9-RND cases, and even in 

M6-RND and M7-RND cases the difference was not significant. In case of higher PER 

significant difference was measured. I investigate higher PERs in Thesis II.2.  

Conclusion: the results are quite surprising, because they state that the ASR transcription 

based speaker adaptation is not significantly different from the supervised case. This is the 

extension of Thesis I.4, because not only the phonetic transcription and segmentation is 

done automatically, but the textual transcription and utterance selection is determined 

automatically as well. 

Table 6. Semi-spontaneous adaptation speech corpora for unsupervised speaker adaptation. 

Symbol Speaker Method Selection Duration PER
3
 WER

4
 

M6-S-RND Male 6. Supervised Random 11.4 min “error free” 

M6-U-RND Male 6. Unsupervised Random 11.4 min 42% 87% 

M7-S-RND Male 7. Supervised Random 9.6 min “error free” 

M7-U-RND Male 7. Unsupervised Random 9.6 min 21% 74% 

M8-S-RND Male 8. Supervised Random 10.2 min “error free” 

M8-U-RND Male 8. Unsupervised Random 10.2 min 17% 57% 

M9-S-RND Male 9. Supervised Random 9.7 min “error free” 

M9-U-RND Male 9. Unsupervised Random 9.7 min 10% 44% 

 

Figure 7. Quality evaluation of unsupervised speaker adaptation with semi-spontaneous 

speeches under 50% PER by CMOS pair comparison. 

 

Thesis II.2. [C1, C3, C5] I designed and implemented an unsupervised method to select a 

favourable subset of a speech corpus for speaker adaptation, and I showed that it is possible 

to create better synthetic speech quality with the proposed method than with random 

selection of the adaptation speech corpus.  

 

The method, which was described in Thesis II.1, resulted in not significantly worse 

synthetic speech quality in an automatic way. The PER of the adaptation corpus was smaller 

                                              
3
 PER: Phoneme Error Rate 

4
 WER: Word Error Rate 
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than 50% in Thesis II.1. In the current thesis I investigate how the method can be enhanced 

where PER of the speaker adaptation corpus is larger than 50%. Based on the results of 

previous research (which are introduced in the dissertation), of Thesis I.4 and II.1 I designed 

and implemented the following method: segmentation, automatic speech recognition and 

phoneme boundary detection was performed as in Thesis II.1, although the selection method 

was modified. The optimal value of the beam is defined by the quality of waveform and the 

errors in ASR transcription. Furthermore my goal was to select about 10 minutes of 

adaptation data from any speech corpus. In unsupervised speaker adaptation varying quality 

of utterances are probable, so the quality of ASR transcription is not predictable, thus in 

empirical terms an exact beam value cannot be determined. Therefore the width of the beam 

is set in an iterative way to find its optimal value, when the length of successfully forced 

aligned wave files is closest to 10 minutes (t_limit).  

Each virtual sentence of semi-spontaneous speech is represented by one wave file. I run 

forced alignment on these files with the set beam width, and I investigate the length of the 

successfully forced aligned wave files (denoted by t_adaptation_corpus). I search for the 

optimal beam width with bisection method. The core of the method may be written in 

pseudocode as follows: 

 
 1. i=0 

 2. beam_max=beam[0]=maximum beam width 

 3. beam_min=0 

 4. t_limit=10 minutes 

 5. DO  

 6.    CALL forced alignment WITH beam[i] on each wave file  

       RETURNING t_adaptation_corpus[i] 

 7.    IF t_adaptation_corpus[i]>t_limit THEN 

 8.       beam_max=beam[i] 

 9.       beam[i+1]=beam[i]-floor((beam[i]-beam_min)/2) 

10.    ELSE 

11.       beam_min=beam[i] 

12.       beam[i+1]=beam[i]+floor((beam_max-beam[i])/2) 

13.    END IF 

14.    i++ 

15. WHILE beam[i] != beam[i-1] 
 

The method stops, when the beam value is the same in two consecutive steps. Next full-

context labelling of phonetic transcription is done and the result is a speaker adaptation 

corpus. At the beginning of the research the quality of ASR was high due to high-quality, 

domain specific recordings. In order to investigate the deeper effects of phoneme errors I 

simulated worse recognition results with 0-gram language models
5
 and additive noise. With 

these settings the method can be practically tested, because varying quality and domain-free 

utterances are likely in general. 

The adaptation corpora with higher than 50% PER are summarized in Table 7. All of 

these corpora were generated in an unsupervised way (denoted by U), and the method, 

which was introduced above, is denoted by BBS (Beam-based selection). To be able to 

measure the effectiveness of the BBS method, I also created adaptation speech corpora with 

the random selection method, and these are denoted by RND (random). 0G means 0-gram 

                                              
5
 0-gram means each morpheme occurs once, with the same probability in the language model.  
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language model, NOISE and NOISE2 mean -50 dB and -25 dB additive white noise 

compared to the maximum level. The maximum level of the original recordings was 

normalized to 0 dB per sentence. With the speech corpora in Table 7 I created speaker 

adapted HMM-TTS voices. 

Evaluation: a CMOS and a MOS listening test were carried out to determine the 

efficiency of the beam-based selection method. The naturalness and the similarity to the 

target speaker were measured by MOS tests, the preference score by CMOS tests. The 

results of the CMOS tests are shown in Figure 8. In the case of higher phoneme error rates 

(M8-U-0G-NOISE, M8-U-0G-NOISE2) the proposed method (BBS) resulted in significantly 

better speech quality than the random selection method. The results of the MOS tests (which 

are described in the dissertation) show significant difference in the case of NOISE2.  

Conclusion: in the listening tests the proposed method gave significantly better results, 

even in the case of high phoneme error rates (i.e. bad recognition results with additive 

noise), than with random selection of adaptation data.  

Table 7. Semi-spontaneous speech corpora with simulated bad recognition results  

for unsupervised speaker adaptation. 

Symbol Speaker 
Language 

model 
Noise Duration PER WER 

M8-U-0G-RND Male 8. 0-gram - 9.5 min 55% 100% 

M8-U-0G-BBS Male 8. 0-gram - 10 min 52% 100% 

M8-U-0G-RND-NOISE Male 8. 0-gram -50 dB 8.9 min 70% 100% 

M8-U-0G-BBS-NOISE Male 8. 0-gram -50 dB 9.4 min 68% 100% 

M8-U-0G-RND-NOISE2 Male 8. 0-gram -25 dB 9.7 min 89% 100% 

M8-U-0G-BBS-NOISE2 Male 8. 0-gram -25 dB 10.2 min 88% 100% 

 

Figure 8. Subjective evaluation of RND and BBS methods with CMOS listening tests.  

5.3. Thesis Group III. Optimizing Hidden Markov-model based text-to-speech 

synthesis for low-resource devices. 

HMM-TTS speech generation runs faster than real-time on modern desktop computers. 

On low-resource devices, i.e. smartphones, the calculations must still be optimized to 

achieve low response times with near real-time functionality. Optimizing a speech synthesis 

system on mobile devices is a challenging task because both the storage capacity and the 

computing power are limited. The latest high-end mobile devices possess large storage size 
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and high performance CPU. Speech synthesis still needs to compete with other applications 

for precious storage space and the computing power is also shared among system and third 

party processes. A further disadvantage of resource demanding computations is that they 

cause higher power consumption and shorter battery life. 

My research includes the introduction of codebook based noise excitation; investigation 

of the relationship between line spectral pairs, parameter streams and perceived quality; 

furthermore, the parallelization of parameter generation, vocoding algorithm and waveform 

playback. In this thesis group the most computational power demanding parts of synthesis 

are determined and I design and implement methods for decreasing the computation and 

response times. I investigate the synthetic speech quality after each incremental step with 

listening tests. I measure the required time of loading the database, parameter generation 

algorithm and vocoder algorithm until the response of the system. In the following I refer to 

these three stages as (1), (2) and (3). I carried out the measurements on three different 

smartphones, which are shown in Table 8. In this thesis group I carried out the research with 

an English speech corpus (CMU ARCTIC / SLT) [13]. 

Table 8. The devices used in the experiment of optimizing HMM-TTS. 

Device CPU type Speed [MHz] 

Mob1 (iPhone) Samsung ARM 11 412 

Mob2 (Spica) Samsung S3C6410 800 

Mob3 (Desire) Qualcomm QSD8250 1000 

 

Thesis III.1. [J1, C4] I designed a low-resource model for hidden Markov-model based 

speech synthesis and I showed experimentally that without significant loss in quality the 

proposed model significantly improves the performance. 

 

The excitation of unvoiced sounds is modelled with Gaussian noise in the case of 

impulse-noise excitation based vocoders. The Box-Muller procedure generates Gaussian 

noise [23]. This method is widely used in HMM-TTS systems as well. Codebook based 

Gaussian noise generation which uses only integer operations achieved a significant 

increment in performance (~ten times faster) compared to floating-point arithmetic [24]. 

Codebook based noise generation and integer operations mean loss in precision compared to 

the Box-Muller procedure, although significant loss in perceived quality on mobile phones 

was not expected. Thus I introduced this method on low-resource devices.  

Next I modified the modelling of spectral parameters. Generally HMM-TTS systems use 

MGC (Mel-Generalized Cepstrum) and MGC-LSP (Mel-Generalized Cepstrum-Line 

Spectral Pairs) [25]. MGC is the generalized logarithm of the spectrum modified by the 

perception based Mel-scale. The spectral filtering with MGC and MGC-LSP parameters is 

usually completed with MLSA (Mel Log Spectrum Approximation) filters. The ideal 

transfer characteristics of MLSA filters cannot be realized, thus it is approximated by a 20
th

 

order Padé approximation in practice. So the complexity of speech synthesis depends on the 

order of spectral analysis and the order of Padé approximation. If we change MGC and 

MGC-LSP spectral modelling to LSP, then the spectral filtering can be performed by LPC; 
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thus the complexity of the system will depend only on the order of spectral analysis. Further 

enhancement in speed can be achieved by reducing the order of LSP analysis, although it 

affects the quality of synthetic speech as well. I created HMM-TTS systems with 24th, 

22nd, 20th, 18th, 14th, 12th and 10th order LSP analysis. (In the case of 24th, 22nd and 

20th order filters the listening test were not carried out with all the test subjects, because 

preliminary listening tests by speech experts did not show significant differences to the 18th 

order LSP case.) The depth of decision trees influences both computational cost and 

footprint size. Fewer leaves and leaf nodes decrease computational cost and footprint size. 

Smaller decision trees result in degradation in speech quality, because larger sets of 

parameters are clustered in leaves. The number of leaves in decision trees used during 

further optimization is shown in Table 9. 

Evaluation: all these steps causes loss in speech quality, consequently it is important to 

investigate, if this loss is significant. The calculation time measurements were performed 

incrementally, and a listening test was carried out with all the resulting systems. The results 

of calculation time measurements are shown in Figure 9 and the results of listening tests are 

shown in Figure 10. Figure 9 shows (1), (2) and (3) parts of the calculation time 

measurements in one column so the response time of the system can be easily seen (the sum 

of the three parts).  

Table 9. Decision trees with different sizes used for optimization. 

Symbol 
Number of leaves in decision tree 

Size [KByte] 
LSP LogF0 Duration 

Baseline 2883 3545 555 666 

#1 2282 2104 376 463 

#2 1227 1344 172 214 

#3 651 543 79 140 
 

 

Figure 9. Calculation time measurements of HMM-TTS system  

on low-resource devices. 
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Figure 10. Subjective evaluation of Thesis III.1 optimization steps  

with MOS listening tests.  

Conclusion: in the case of 12th order LSP with codebook based noise generation, and 

about 30% reduction of the size of the decision tree there was no significant loss in quality, 

while the calculation times became about five times faster. In the other cases there was 

either less improvement in performance or quality decreased significantly. 

 

Thesis III.2. [J1, C4] I designed and implemented a parallel method for resource 

demanding processes of HMM-TTS synthesis (parameter generation, vocoder algorithm) 

taking into account the actual load, and I showed experimentally that without loss in quality 

the proposed method significantly improves the response time.  

 

After the optimization steps of Thesis III.1 I designed a method to reduce the response 

time of HMM-TTS system. This method does not affect the quality of the synthetic speech. 

I extended the time-recursive algorithm of parameter generation as follows [26]: the 

vocoder algorithm and waveform playback is done in segments, and segment size is set 

according to the performance and actual load of the system. In general in text-to-speech 

engines waveform playback is not realized in order to remain platform independent. 

Introducing waveform playback the response time of the system can be reduced by the 

parallelization of parameter generation, vocoder algorithm and waveform playback, 

although platform specific steps must be taken. The parallelization can be realized in the 

following way (I define segment as a parameter stream of k frames): 

1. The time-recursive parameter generation algorithm is calculated for the given 

segment (k frames), and the parameter stream is passed to the vocoder algorithm. The 

computation continues with the next segment. 

2. The vocoder algorithm generates waveform from the parameter stream of the 

segment. 

3. The segment’s waveform added to the playback queue.  
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I determine the segment’s length in runtime on the analogy of audio playback in 

computer networks. Ramjee et al. designed a network audio playback method [27], which I 

will introduce briefly in the following. Let n
i 
be the delay of the i-th audio packet. Delay 

estimate (d
i
) and variation (v

i
) of every incoming packet is calculated in the following way: 

  ̂     ̂    (   )     (3) 

 
 ̂     ̂    (   )  | ̂    | (4) 

 

 

Equations (3) and (4) are calculated for each packet, but they are used after pauses only. 

The time at which packet i is played out at the receiving host after pauses is given by:  

     ̂     ̂  (5) 

 

The A constant in equations (3) and (4) determines the memory of the approximation, the 

delay / packet loss ratio is defined by the B constant in equation (5). In practice A=0.998002 

and B=4 values are often used.  

I tailored this method to the speech synthesis in HMM-TTS systems. Let’s denote the 

time required for parameter generation and vocoder algorithm of the i-th segment with n
i
. 

The values of d
i
, v

i
 and p

i
 are calculated according to equation (3)-(5) and the initial values 

are d
1
=n

1
, k

1
=30, v

0
=0 and the constants are A=0.99, B=4 (i>0). The number of frames in 

the i+1-th segment (k
i+1

) is calculated after every 60 frames (Tframe is the length of the 

frame, 25 ms respectively in the experimental system): 

      ⌈
  

      
⌉ (6) 

 

 The schematic block diagram of the method can be seen in Figure 11. and it is described 

in the dissertation in detail.  

Evaluation: the method, which is described above does not influence the speech quality; 

consequently listening tests were not necessary. The values of the calculation time 

measurements are shown in Figure 12. 

Conclusion: the results of Thesis III.2 show about five times improvement in response 

time compared to the system of Thesis III.1. Compared to the baseline system the response 

time is about twenty times faster according to the results of Thesis Group III.  
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Figure 11. Schematic block diagram of parallelization of parameter generation, vocoder 

algorithm and waveform playback in HMM-TTS systems based on the actual load.  

 

Figure 12. Enhancement of response times after parallelization.  
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6. Practical application of scientific results 

Besides the theoretical outcomes of the thesis groups, as introduced in this booklet, their 

practical application is also an important factor.  

A high-quality, domain free Hungarian text-to-speech engine is created based on the 

results of theses I.1. and I.2. The general application of this TTS engine makes several 

speech enabled systems possible, e.g. screen readers for blind users, interactive voice 

response systems, prompt generators and additional systems with speech user interface. The 

results of Thesis I.2 could be extended to other languages. Based on the results of Thesis I.3 

10-15 minutes of utterances are enough to create new voice characteristics. Thesis I.4 

suggests that manual correction of the adaptation database is not absolutely necessary.  

The novel outcome of Thesis Group II is the possibility of creating new HMM-TTS 

voices without manual work. With the unsupervised adaptation method, which is introduced 

in this thesis group, it is possible to create thousands of voices automatically, e.g., from a 

speech corpus of telephone conversations. The results also make it possible to tailor the 

voice of a particular system to a target speaker’s voice characteristics. Thus a smartphone 

can learn the voice characteristics of its owner automatically. The results of Thesis II.1 give 

a method for unsupervised speaker adaptation in the case of better recognition results, while 

Thesis II.2 also makes it possible to extend the method to worse recognition results. These 

methods were tested with Hungarian speech corpora, although the method does not contain 

any language specific parts.  

The systems from Thesis Group I and II could be realized on low-resource devices, i.e. 

smartphones, based on the results of Thesis Group III. The experimental system of this 

thesis group takes into account the performance and actual load of the system during 

synthesis on Google Android 2.x and 4.x smartphones. The application programming 

interface (API) level realization of the HMM-TTS makes a wider usage possible. The 

resulting system can be used in any speech enabled application on the device, including 

message readers (SMS, e-mail, social network messages, etc.), e-book readers, screen 

readers, navigation systems. The research of Thesis Group III was carried out with English 

HMM-TTS, although the solution does not contain any language specific element: it can be 

applied to other languages as well. Furthermore the voice characteristics of the mobile 

HMM-TTS system can be modified based on the results of Thesis Groups I and II. 

The results of all thesis groups were implemented in experimental systems.  
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